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NEW STUDENTS
Our first semester intake of 2020 brought an encouraging and diverse
group of new students who recognised the call of God and committed
themselves to studying His word. We have seen high school leavers
take this year as an opportunity to grow in their faith and hear from
God about their future. We have also been blessed with mature age
students who have seen an opportunity to embrace God and discover
how to serve the world with confidence in Christ. Some of our students
have given up careers, moved from overseas, interstate, or regional WA
and boldly taken a step out of the comfortable and into the unknown.
Although they know God is with them, it’s hard not to acknowledge the
feelings of excitement and nervousness. This semester is one that will
go down in history.
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As we anticipated the new semester, it was impossible to know that
we were weeks away from moving classes online as the dreaded
coronavirus landed on Perth soil. Despite the changes, the juggle of
the work/life/study balance, our new students dug deep and committed
wholeheartedly to what laid before them. The college community has
deepened in a unique way, new friendships have blossomed and some
of our new students have stepped into ministry positions alongside their
studies. It is a privilege to witness the dedication and hard work of our
new students and to see the outworking of God’s love for them in their
everyday lives.
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A MESSAGE TO PBC GRADUATES, 2020
In April, Dr David Shaw was scheduled to deliver a message
to the PBC graduates at our graduation ceremony. Although
the opportunity was disrupted, a message has been penned
below.
“In many respects, this was not the way it was supposed to end.
Graduation should be a time of reflection and celebration. A
time to reflect on the what has been and a time to celebrate
what has been achieved. But due to the COVID–19 pandemic
that has had a global impact, we find ourselves, for want of
a better expression, stuck between times. We live with the
spectre of death closer than most of us have ever been used
to, all the while longing for good days to return when we can
high-five and hug each other without fear.
For you who are graduating, you leave PBC during uncertain
times. You leave however, with the knowledge that God
still reigns, that our hope remains firm, and that our mission
continues, albeit in modified form. We can say with Paul,
“I know what it is to be in need, and I know what it is to have plenty. I have learned the secret of being
content in any and every situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether living in plenty or in want. I can do
all this through him who gives me strength” (Phil 4:12–13).
Notice that Paul says he is content in any and every situation. While he was talking about wealth and poverty
in the immediate context, one cannot help but think that broader application is appropriate. For us, that
would include times of pandemic and our subsequent circumstances.
As you go out from PBC, go with the confidence that God is still a good Father, He loves His children, and
has their best interests at heart. And go knowing that you have the love, support, and prayers of PBC faculty
and staff. We are proud of what you have achieved with us, and pray that our Father would use you to bring
others to maturity in Christ for His glory, your joy, and for the benefit of the people and places to whom he
has called you.’’
Dr David M. Shaw, Lecturer in Biblical Studies.

THE COLLEGE RESPONSE TO COVID-19
We are grateful that most PBC students have been able to complete their studies this semester despite
many extra burdens placed upon them through the Covid-19 pandemic. Future ministry leaders must learn
to trust God in the face of adversity and continue their calling despite many temptations to give up. We are
glad to report that most of our students have raised to this challenge. Many students had to take up extra
ministerial responsibilities during this time to serve the church and the broader community. Others have
suffered financial hardship. The College has done its best to enable all our students to continue their studies
despite these obstacles. We thank the Lord for the technology which we could employ to meet students
face to face for lectures.
PBC’s staff and faculty have worked hard to serve our students during this time successfully. On top of the
extra workload, PBC also created a new series of intensive lectures which ran from May to June for people
who wanted to start studying during the lock-down phase of the crisis.
Dr. Andre van Oudtshoorn
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THE COLLEGE, THE VISION AND THE INVESTORS OF HOPE
Good theological education is crucial to ensure the well-being of the church in the future. PBC has had the
privilege of faithfully serving God’s people with theological education for over ninety years. PBC is distinct
in bringing together students from various denominations to explore the glorious riches of the Word of
God. We are well aware of the responsibility that the faculty and staff have been entrusted with and the
requirement to build on PBC’s solid theological foundation with integrity and humility. The gospel message
remains unchanging for all time. Each new generation of believers, however, ask different questions of the
gospel and must consider the implications of its message for their lives anew. The continually changing
context in which the church operates demands that the faculty must engage in original research to equip
believers for their task in the world. The faculty and staff at PBC all believe that God has called them to this
service. We invite all those who realise the strategic importance of theological education to respond with us
to God’s call and join us in this ministry.
In June, PBC was wonderfully blessed to receive some significant donations. These contributions will enable
the College to continue its strategic ministry to the church in Western Australia, and we wish to thank all
those who have so generously invested in the College. We are trusting God to relieve us of all the debt we
still owe on the new student accommodation units. One way would be for many people to make a small
monthly contribution towards this goal, and we will be contacting our supporters and alumni to ask them to
consider partnering with PBC prayerfully.
Dr. Andre van Oudtshoorn

SURVEY SAYS!
The 2019 QILT survey results were released at the beginning of this year and brought more
wonderful news to PBC. This official survey is a government led initiative which focuses on the
experience of students who have graduated from their higher education course. The results for
PBC were magnificent as the college was placed at the top of all tertiary educational institutions
in Australia. PBC attained the number one spot in multiple areas such as Teaching Quality,
Student Support, Student Resources and Skills Development. We thank the Lord for giving us
the resources to attain such a high standard. Pray with us that the Lord will continue to use
PBC to shape the future servants of His Kingdom theologically and practically. We are a small
College, but we are trusting the Lord to send us more students to equip for God’s Kingdom work.

LIBRARY MEMBERSHIPS
The Carment Urquhart Memorial Library located on the college grounds has always existed as a resource
sanctuary for our PBC students. However, our library also exists to serve the wider Christian community in
Perth. Free library memberships are available to Pastors, past students and students who are studying through
other theological colleges. For others, the yearly library membership is $52 and will give you access to over
20,000 library books. Additionally, we have just introduced an E-Library and have begun adding E-Books,
therefore, all members have the luxury of accessing resources from the comfort of their own home.
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SECOND HAND BOOK SHOP
PBC also has a second hand bookshop available to the
public. The bookshop is open during weekdays and is
spread across two rooms. We have a wide range of books,
including but not limited to; bibles, devotionals, and
commentaries, some in brand new condition. For access
to our second hand bookshop, speak to the college
reception or our librarian, Judy.

INTRODUCING STEPHEN POISAT
In April, Stephen Poisat joined the team at PBC as a sessional lecturer and the Flexible Learning Co-ordinator.
His ministry experience began in 1994 as a youth pastor at Harvest Christian Church in Port Elizabeth, South
Africa. After the three-year apprenticeship, this led Steve to his ordination with Church of the Nations in 1997,
where he continued to serve on staff as an associate pastor, in multiple roles, for ten years.
Born in Sydney, Steve always had a desire to return to Australia, so
when the opportunity presented itself, his wife Michele, together
with their oldest son Jaron (who was four at the time) moved to
Perth in 2003 to be involved in church planting initiatives. Since
arriving to Perth, Steve and Michele welcomed their second son
Micah and have planted two churches. At present, Steve lead’s the
pastoral team at Redeemer Gospel Community in Lansdale, Perth.
Since the move to Perth, Steve has always worked full-time outside
of the pastoring. This led him to a wonderful 8-year season as a
school chaplain (5 years at Balga SHS) and following that, an 8-year
season with AIFC (the Australian Institute of Family Counselling).
Steve enjoyed the fruitful season there as a trainer and assessor,
course writer and for the the last three years as the WA Regional
Director.
During this time, Steve completed further counselling qualifications
and returned to his theological studies and completed his B.Min
and M.Th with PBC. His learning journey, although inaugurated, is
not yet consummated, as he will apply to start a PhD in Practical
Theology for 2021. Additionally, Steve is a registered counsellor
(clinical with CCAA) and lectures in the School of Counselling with
the University of Divinity.
Steve’s role at PBC includes lecturing the practical/pastoral theology units and overseeing the operational
and further development of the Flexible Learning Program. This is an exciting direction for PBC and for
Steve, as we now get to offer quality theological education outside the boundaries of Perth, to our regional
borders and beyond!
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS – ‘RESTORING A HEMORRHAGED IDENTITY’
David has a PhD from the University of Exeter; is a lecturer in Biblical Studies at Perth Bible College; has
interests in the narrative and social aspects of New Testament studies; and loves his sport, and coffee. His
PhD investigated how the language of “calling”––in conjunction with the OT––is used in 1 Peter to create
a sense of identity and mission for the church. His most recent publication can be found in Bulletin for
Biblical Research titled ‘Restoring a Hemorrhaged Identity’. He also has forthcoming publications in Biblical
Theology Bulletin and a chapter in The Impact of Jesus of Nazareth: Historical, Theological and Pastoral
Perspectives (vol 2). When not working at PBC, David is an elder-in-training at Providence Church in Perth’s
inner suburbs, husband to Becky, and father to three delightful children.
THE RESEARCH ARTICLE DEVELOPED ON THE HEMORRHAGING
WOMAN IS YOUR FIRST OFFICIAL ACADEMIC ARTICLE PUBLISHED,
WHAT INSPIRED THIS PIECE?
I actually had to preach that piece back in 2007 when I was pastoring
in Seoul. I was researching for the sermon and learned that some key
people in early church history thought she might be a gentile (Eusebius,
for example). Some early church fathers also used the woman as an
allegory for the gospel coming to the gentile nations. That spurred my
interest, but I didn’t get to really dig into it for another 10 years. Now,
to my surprise, it’s a published piece of work where I argue against the
majority of scholars that this woman should be understood as being a
gentile.
AS YOU RESEARCHED FOR THIS ARTICLE, WHAT TOOK YOU THE
MOST BY SURPRISE?
What took me most by surprise was that Jesus stopped when he didn’t have to. The woman could have
walked away healed but, I would suggest, not fully restored had Jesus not stopped. Jesus stopping allows
for mutual testimony; for the woman to confess to what Jesus has done for her, and for Jesus to testify to
her faith. It’s a truly beautiful scene because Jesus stops. He wasn’t content to dispatch a miracle as though
he were a vending machine. He wanted the encounter; he wanted healing and full restoration. One other
thing: it is interesting that the restoration of the woman comes at the expense of Jairus’s daughter who dies.
Granted she is ultimately raised to life again, but the fact that the woman’s new life
WHAT DOES IT TELL US ABOUT GOD?
It tells us that God cares about the ‘nobodies’ and works in and through such people in surprising ways. Think
about this: people were crowding around Jesus, clamouring to touch him (and doubtless, many did). But only
the woman touched in faith and was healed. And after 12 years of physical trauma and disenfranchisement,
that is astonishing. God then uses her as a model of faith for Jairus, the prototypical insider, who despairs
for his own daughter’s life.
WHAT IS CURRENTLY IN THE PIPELINE FOR YOU NOW?
I just want to get my thesis published. Only once that is done will I dare to dream about the next project.
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IMT UPDATE
From 29 November to 17 December
2019, two staff members, David Smith
and Anton Beukes, along with two
students, Obang Girma Othow and
Jasmine Martin, travelled to Kenya,
Uganda and Greece as part of PBC’s
IMT training program.
The training in Kenya was held in
the Kalobeyei, a refugee settlement
just outside Kakuma Town. This was
home to Obang when he arrived in
Kenya as a refugee from Ethiopia and
his return was a landmark moment for
the churches. People leave, resettle
overseas, and rarely return. So, it
meant a lot to the community for
Obang to return with the IMT team.
The 90 participants from the conference came from six countries, multiple tribes, and 12 denominations. All
together under one very hot roof, for the first time. It is rare for people to come to train the leaders let alone
train leaders from multiple denominations and countries.
The time in Uganda started with teaching on Ephesians with 50 Ugandan church leaders. One pastor
commented after a session on the Holy Spirit, that it was worth a million dollars. They said it is a topic around
which there is much confusion.
Afterwards, a couple of days were spent discussing the need for accredited training in Africa. In many
countries, churches are being closed or under threat of closure due to the fact that most pastors don’t have
accredited qualifications.
In Greece the team had the opportunity to train 15 women and men from Iran and Afghanistan over three
days at the Discipleship Training Center in Athens. These believers are all refugees, but rather than seeking
refuge in Northern Europe, they do so in the Lord. After the training on Saturday they drove to the city of
Chalkida to join the Broad Reach ministry of Hellenic Ministries for their annual Christmas Boat outreach.
We are grateful for all our supporters’ prayers and gifts to make this trip possible, but more, we praise the
Lord for what He did in and through the team!

RETURN & REUNION
On our recent IMT mission trip to Africa one highlight was the return of Obang Girma to his people and his
long-awaited reunion with his mother. Here is part of the amazing story.
Obang fled his country of Ethiopia during a time of tribal war for fear of his life, leaving his parents behind.
He was only 19, and not a Christian. He travelled thousands of kilometres and eventually found himself in
the refugee camp of Kakuma, North East Kenya. His English was quite good so occasionally he got a few
jobs as an interpreter. A church group needed an interpreter and Obang was asked to translate for them.
As he translated the gospel message from English into his tribal language of Anyuak, he was convicted and
became a Christian. As he says, “I came to Christ while preaching to myself.” He said he learned to trust
God in the refugee camp. You need God every day, there is nothing else. I learned fast and soon became
a leader of a church in the refugee camp. He commenced and led an association for all the churches in
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Kakuma. There are 191,000 people in the Kakuma and Kalobeyei camps and settlement areas, with many
refugee churches. Obang served in this role while also teaching his people how to read the Bible in their
own language.
Then his number came up. He and his family were selected to be resettled in Australia. In 2016 Obang found
himself in Perth searching for a church. He is directed to the Beckingham Community Church and on the
first Sunday Obang meets up with Pastor Greg Gillam, a PBC graduate who married another PBC graduate
called Yodit. Yodit just happens to come from Ethiopia also. Obang asked Greg about where he might go to
study for ministry. He said he wanted to be trained so that he could return to his own people in Kakuma and
teach them more about God. So, Greg and Yodit brought Obang and his family to PBC in November of 2016.
At the time I was about to take our IMT team on our first mission trip to Africa. I can still picture Obang
walking down the steps into the reception area, and thinking, “I wonder if God is bringing him here to be
trained to return to his own people in Africa.”
Obang commenced his studies in 2017 as a refugee in Australia and has now completed 3 years of training.
Obang is what they call a stateless man. He is no longer a citizen of Ethiopia, having left, and he is not yet a
citizen of Australia. He is a resident alien. During 2019 it became apparent that God was leading us to take
Obang back to his people in Kakuma to train them as part of our IMT mission trip. But how? He needed a
passport and not being from any country he needed visas from every country we were visiting. To keep a
long story short, following miracle after miracle he got all the necessary documents only 2 days before we
left for Africa in November last year. When I asked him if he was ever concerned about not being able to go
with us he said, “No, I just trusted God because I knew this was what I was saved to do.” And so the team
left for Kenya and for Kakuma.
We arrived in Nairobi and after two more flights and a three-hour drive, we arrived safely in Kakuma. We were
ready for three days of training and teaching among the leaders of Kakuma. The following day we headed to
the Refugee Camp office to get permission to enter the camp. The chairman of the association of churches
in Kakuma came with us. He had previously provided us with the official invitation for us to get our visas to
enter Kenya. After some delay, we sat down in the manager’s office and he looked at us and said, “You know
that to get approval to enter the Kakuma Refugee Camp you must go to the office in Nairobi. Can you go
back there and get it?” I tried to remain calm and said, “No, we are only here for three days it would take us
two days to go and return and besides the churches in Kakuma are already prepared and waiting for us now.”
The manager left the room. I turned
to Obang and said, “How come you
didn’t mention that you were also
here to be reunited with your mother
after 15 long years?” He said, “The
best thing to do is to not make a fuss
and just trust God. After all God has
performed so many miracles to bring
us to this moment, for him to abandon
us on the doorstep to the camp.” Of
course, just trust God. So, we did. The
manager came back in and looked
sternly at us and said. “I shouldn’t let
you in. I’ve turned others away just
this week. But I rang Nairobi and we
will make an exception for you.” So,
we went and trained the people, and
Obang was reunited with his mum.
That’s her in the picture.
Dr David Smith
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